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CLEMSON ALUMNI TQ GAMECOCK DEFEATS TIGER BY UNLEASHING
OGLETHORPE-CLEMSON FOOTBALL GAME
BE HEREJATURDAY FAST AND FURIOUS SECOND-HALF OFFENSE
WILL FEATURE HOMECOMING DAY HERE
Great Battle Predicted as Both
Teams Go on Field Evenly Matched
In the one major game of the season that the officials have allowed on
the campus this year the Neely machine will go into action against the
Oglethorpe Petrels
Saturday.
Surrounded by the glamour of Homecoming the two teams will take the
field with a football spotlight focused,
and meeting on equal terms as far as
the dopesters opinion go. Oglethorpe
came up from a total slump last week
to defeat the Furman gridsters with a
lone field goal.
This denotes no set
up for the Tiger menu, because Furman had this season, one of the best
teams in history. On the other hand
the Tigers will be anxious to display
the brand of good football that they
have displayed all season even tho the
scores have been on the short side.
The statistics show
nothing
foi
either team to crow about, all of
which means the making of a better
ball game.
Both crews are seeking
one decisive win, and after Furman's
defeat the engals are priming for
the fray in a manner that spells no
picnic at Greenville Thanksgiving. For
once the home team will take the field
conceded an even chance to win, and
the chances are that they will take
advantage of the opportunity to show
their stuff.
As individuals the Petrel personel
stack up to a formidable height. As
flankmen Captain Bryant, a veteran
who was given All-American mention
last year and said by the coaching
staff of Villa Nova to be the best end
they have faced; and George, a sopho-
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ALPHA ZETA RECEIVES
TWELVE NEW PLEDGES
Honorary Ag. Fraternity Accepts Seven Seniors and
Five Juniors
The Alpha Zeta Fraternity terminated its initiation of pledges with a formal
iniation held in the Library, October 19.
This iniation was preceded by one of informal nature the week previous. The
formal initiation gave the pledges the
privileges of membership in the Fraternity.
The Alpha Zeta is the National
Honorary Agricultural Fraternity. Onlv
these men who have proven to be the
outstanding ones in their class are considered for membership. They are selected from the upper two-fiifths of
their class on scholastic standing, and
also on the basis of leadership and
character.
These men were formally initiated
into the fraternity on the nineteenth:
O. H. Green, J. W. Talbert, F. W.
Corley, W. C. Bowen, V. A. Long,
H. C. Cannon, S. D. Watson, T. O.
Bowen, E. C. Moore, W. E. Gore, O.
B. Garrison, J. K. Bishop.
The banquet which was to conclude
the initiation was postponed until this
week due to the fair holidays—V. R. C.

OFFICERS ELECTED BY
FRESHMAN GLASS

more who has played a fine game.
The Freshman Class held its first
Both looked like demons against Fur- meeting in chapel on October 19, for the
man.
Patterson, Fleming and Werts
purpose of electing class officers for the
will have to look to their laurels.
coming scholastic year.
Coach Robertson has developed two
The 'Tats" turned out in full force
fine tackles in Barrow and
Kenzie. and a lively meeting was held. NomBoth are big, weighing around 190 inations were from the floor and the
each.
Barrow is a sophomore and freshmen were not slow in putting up
slightly inexperienced, but Kenzie has their champions. It was all that the
a bad habit of playing in the oppo- chairman and his assistants could do,
site backfield.
A habit that caused to *vrite down the candidates' names
several embrassing moments for Fur- as fast as they were given. The voting
man.
In this department the Clem- was close throughout and recounts
son tackles, Davis especially should be were necessitated several times, in orbetter.
der to determine the winner of some
At guards, Goldsmith and Patrich, office.
averaging about 185 are two men who
In the race for President, Henry
are fast and vie with the halfs at Woodward of Columbia was successful
interference.
Against
Bowles
and after some close voting which resulted
Siegel their mettle will be tested, but in the candidates being eliminated one
they must be watched.
Opposing him by one.
Joe E. Rice was elected Vice Presiwill be the scrappy Morrow, a man
who was effective in stopping Furman dent after several recounts were made.
Incidentally, Rice was honor student at
and N. C. State.
The Petrels have built a good pass- Anderson High last year.
A. T. McSwain was triumphant in
ing and punting game. With Herrin,
Anderson, Meyers and Seypert, their his run for Secretary-Treasurer of the
backfield carries a lot of power and Freshman Class.
The race for Historian was a close
deception. Seypert especially has played wonderful ball all season. Had he fight between J. P. Woodside of Greenhad the breaks some backs seem to get ville and F C. Wade of Chester. Wade
perhaps the
Petrel record would be finally won out after some enthusiastic
voting.
changed.
This is the second time, in -is many
The dope around Atlanta is that
there is no harder fighting team in years, that a Columbia boy has been
the South than Robertson's boys, and elected to the office of President. Robyou may rest assured that having tast- ert Cooper was elected to this office
ed the blood of victory once, they will last year.
Senior Class Officers Talbert, Weston,
endeavor to clean the slate of its blot.
and
Baker officiated at the meeting.
E. J. A.

Large

Number Expected
Homecoming Day is
Observed

as

The annual homecoming day of
Clemson will be held Saturday, October 31. There will be in all probability
in addition to the Cle.nson-Oglethorpe
game here Saturday afternoon, an informal dance given in the field-house
Saturday night.
Xo definite program
for the entertainment of the visiting
Alumni, other than this, has been arranged as yet. Alumni in all parts of
the United States look forward eagerly to this annual event, and there are
always a large number present.
—VV. G. A.

'LADIES OF CAMPUS"
DANCE FRIDAY NIGHT
Homecoming Dance to be Saturday Night
The Ladies of the Campus dance
will take place Friday night, October
30.
No efforts are being spared to
eliminate the seemingly leech-l:ke jin.\
which this particular dance has been
experiencing for the past few annums.
The rhythm and tempo for this
affair will be created by Charlie Pace
and his ever improving Jungalesrs.
This jazz ensemble has been making
many favorable hits this season, and
Friday night will inaugurate even newer surprises.
Five no-breaks,
and
several vocal numbers by Billy Burns,
Charlie Pace, and Dilly Barnes will
feature at intervals during the entertainment.
Many of the Clemson Alumni are
expected to be present at this hop,
which is to be informal, since it precedes Homecoming Day and the Clemson-Oglethorpe football game.
Saturday night will see the Homecoming Dance, also an informal affair
This event is being sponsored for the
benefit of the Athletic Association. The
Jungaleers will occupy the orchestra
stand at this hop also.
And so, no one should lack excitement this week
end—The
Ladies'
Dance Friday night, the football game
Saturday afternoon, and the Homecoming Dance later in the evening
with the option of spending Sunday
off the campus.—P. R. C.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
HOLD MEETING HERE
The Clemson College Board of
Trustees held
its
regular
October
meeting here at 3:00 o'clock Monday
afternoon.
A vacancy in the Board
created by the recent death of ExGovernor Richard I. Manning has
not as yet been filled. The death of
Ex-Governor
Manning deprived
the
College of the further service of a
valuable member.
The selection of
one fitted to fill his place is no small
problem.
Headquarters for the trustees were
as usual the Trustee Building just east
of the Calhoun Mansion.—T. H. H.

Tigers Acquit Themselves with
Glory in Hard-Fought
Contest

£
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AVON PLAYERS GIVE
'ROMEO AND JULIET"
Shakespear's Immortal Tregedy Presented by Excellent
Cast
Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet" an
mmortal masterpiece of tragedy wa'
given Wednesday night in chapel before
a large audience of campus people, visitors, and cadets.
The Avon players, in the presentation
of the play, did ample justice to that
greatest master of drama.
The stage
settings were very appropriate, and the
costumes; were qu-^e representative of the
age. The parts were acted very effectively by all of the players, that of Romeo, by Hftrold Selman, being especially
good.
Miss Martha Kytle, as Juliet,
gave an excellent performance, and John
Galloway, as Cap'ilet, was also very
good. Joseph Selman, giving the dual
characterization of Mercutio and Friar
! Laurence, played his parts well.
In spite of the rainy weather there
I was a large number of people to witness the performance. Almost three horn a
were required for the five-act tragedy.
—J. L. O. F.

U. S. CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION FuR POSTMASTER AT
CLEMSON COLLEGE
The U. S. Civil Service Commission
announces that there will be a competetive examination for postmaster at
Clemson College, S. C.
Competitors will not be required to
report to any place for examination,
but will be rated upon their education
and training, business experience, and
fitness.
Salary of postmaster is $2500 per
year.
Apply to the postmaster here or to
the U. S. Civil Service Commission,
Washington, D. C, for Application
Form 2241 and Form 2213 containing
t'efinite information in regard to the
'-animation.
Applications must be properly executed on Form 2241 and filed with the
Civil Service Commission in Washington prior to the hour of closing business on November 10, 1931.

For the first time in five years the
Gamecocks of the University of South
Carolina squelched every effort of a
vicious Tiger to score through four
slashing quarters of hair-raising football, and in turn tallied thrice to run
up a
21-0 score while a crowd of
l£,000 cheered themselves into a frenzy
at the annual State Fair classics.
Entering the game very much the
underdog, the Tigers caused ominous
rumbles of fear and pessimism to
grapevine its way through the Garnet
and Black stands when they put up
their magnificent defense against the
onslaughts of a brilliant Gamecock
combination in the first half of a
superb battle.
Thrusts at the center of the Bengal went for nil when the hardcharging Shinn and Hambright only
bounced back from the wall-like defense of Abell, Proctor, and Bowles
in the center of the Tiger forward
wall, and Earl Clary was held for
no gain or was thrown for losses
when he attempted to skirt around
the territory at left end entrusted to
Gene Patterson. This youngster played
one or perhaps the greatest game tit
his life in the first half of that hectic
conflict.
He was away like a flash
on punts every time, he smeared the
interference time after time, and was
making tackles all over the lot when
everyone else seemed nailed to the
ground. Maybe it was the reaction of
playing in his hometown, or it might
have been a feminine attraction on the
sideline, but whatever the reason his
defensive play towered above everyone
else on the field.
It was quite evident that the Birds
possessed far more power than did
Clemson in the early phases of the
game, but every effort to score was
repulsed by a stubborn Clemson defense which positively refused to give
in. Outweighed, and facing a far more
experienced team, the Bengals battled
with every ounce of strength that they
possessed to defend their goal, and
the manner in which they performed
in that first half was a thing of beauty.
The Birds accumulated several first
down during this period, but they
were obliged to punt frequently when
they failed fo negotiate the necessary
yardage.
They also resorted to the
air when they failed to puncture the
Tiger defense, but their long aerial
heaves were tossed with the poorest of
accuracy.
SECOND HALF
After the rest period the Birds took
the field with fresh red jerseys. They
must have brought a few horseshoes
with them, for on the second play after
hostilities were resumed Clary went
off his right end behind perfect interference for 34 yards before he was
forced out of bounds. This was the
longest run of the game. Clary's run
seemed to put new heart into tltf
team, and Shinn and Hambright went
to work to put the ball on the four
yard line after a series of thrusts at
the Tiger forward wall.
Clary then
carried it over by skirting his own
right end after he had failed in two
tries. Hejek kicked the extra point.
(Continued on page 5)
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things for the benefit of mankind. Other great men have
generally contributed ideas, but Edison combined ideas with
work and the result was the finished product. His inventions
are used all over the world by nearly every-one, and so he has
become known and recognized by his work.
But Edison also expressed on the philosophy of life and the
future of man and other things which few of us know of,
but which are as great in their way as some; which he worked
out. Edison's personality was as great as his mind, but only
those who came into personal contact with him could know
that. The world has lost a truly great man who lived his life
in the fullest way in his power.
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EDITORIAL
HOMECOMING DAY
Welcome, old grads, to your alma mater!
You, who count your most treasured memories those undergraduate days spent on this historic campus; you, who are
indebted to this school for the avenues it opened in order that
you might enjoy a richer and deeper cultural life; you, who
have tried to repay Clemson by bettering her facilities for helping others ;you, who have been a credit to this institution because of your personal achievements—to all of you returning
to the liar of the Tiger, Welcome!
You will again stroll over the campus with your minds reverting to the days when you too were cadets. You will again
seek out the spots that have held a place in your memories
during the years, and when you find these spots you will also
find many changes. Many of these changes are the fulfillments of needs you realized when you were students here.
Have all the improvements you dreamed of been realized? Has
Clemson made the progress you wanted her to make?
It is true that your alma mater has advanced, but today
she has reached the point that further prgress is impossible
without help from other sources than those to which she is
accustomed. Clemson's high standard as a technical school
is well recognized far and near, and today she is filled to
capacity with students. With improvements that will permit
a larger student body and proper equipment she would be
second to none in her field.
Clemson needs a new up-to-date barracks to take care of
the numbers of applications for admittance that have to be
refused.
Clemson needs to complete the field house started a few
years ago. The cadets are paying their promised quota regularly, and in order that the other units be added, it is necessary
that all pledges be paid by you.
Clemson needs a new Textile Building. All efforts to obtain
an appropriation from the state government in the past few
years for its erection have been to no avail, and now it seems
as if this great need is to ever become a realization a new
source will have to be found to supply the finances.
You cannot help but realize as you again visit the Tiger's
lair that there is much that might be done to help Clemson, and
it is to her alumni that she must now turn.
THOMAS ALVA EDISON
Thomas Edison has passed into the Great Beyond, but the
fruits of his work and the influence of his mind will remain
on Earth for many years to come. Edison was one of the few
really great men whose worth was recognized while he lived.
This was probably due to the fact that he contributed material

The State Fair will soon be just
another pleasant memory, except for
a few spicy well-told fables that always linger about the barracks for a
few weeks, and then they too will soon
be forgotten.
The game is still discussed and analyzed by a few of the
more enthusiastic football fans, but
the biggest majority are looking forward to the next contest. In the lull
between week ends, the local drug
and grocery stores are reinforcing
themselves with a new supply of
bromo, aspirin, and tomato juice in
anticipation of the next holiday.
The spirit displayed by Clemson before the Carolina game was truly remarkable. During the early fall, something was wrong; the cheer leaders
strained and gasped until they nearly
lost their voices and sanity, and still
they could coax only a few feeble
squawks out of the Corps.
No one
seemed to have energy enough to
open his mouth for any reason, other
than the inhalation of
food—and
drink. But then it happened! An enforced chapel attendance, and bedlam
broke loose.
The students
worked
themselves into such a state of frenzy
that the trustees feared that the Chapel
walls would be demolished—no one
else seemed to mind. Evan Col. Munson caught the idea and offered to
bet a dollar on Clemson against any
fifty cents in the house. (The Col.'s
flush again, we hear, since he quit offering rewards for the capture and
conviction of all throwers of paper on
the campus.)
Whether all the emotional fireworks
were due to the inspiring speeches of
the Alumni, or whether it was due to
the age old rivalry between Clemson
and Carolina, is unknown. But whatever it was, we personally recommend
an enforced chapel attendance before
every game of the future, in hopes
that even half this influx of pep will
recur again.
We
wholeheartedly
congratulate
I Carolina on her victory over us; we
thought all the time that the honest
Gamecock would eventually win a
game without the use of trick sidelines which they employed three years
ago—to no avail.
Crow, little Bantam, crow! Next
year you're gonna be picked so clean
that you'll
think
you've been
run
through a vacuum cleaner backwards.
If the graduating class has any difficulty in deciding on a suitable memorial to leave behind them this year,
we suggest a monument to the kindly
motorists who furnish the student body
of Clemson with free transportation to
all parts of the country. We further
suggest that aforementioned monument
be made in the form of a huge marble
band, with a gigantic thumb protruding upwards at an angle of approximately forty live degrees; the whole
.o be placed in the center of Bowman
Field.
As a further suggestion, a
reflection pool might be added with
shrubbery planted about it; also indirect lights of alternating purple and

by Greene

Wednesday morning . . . .and after
trying to live that last hour in the
shoes of that lover of the world, Faustus . . and enjoying it . . we hit the
trail for Columbia . . . arriving in
time to see the Biddie-Cub scrap . .
and in due time to form and "unform" two real blisters . one on each
"dog" . . not by myself there . ..
since several others were seen at the
infirmary having heels dressed ....
We wonder if the fellow who expounded at length upon "the curse of
an aching heart" ever had sore feet?
if he had, he would have changed
AND
that famous line to read "the curse
of aching feet" . . eh, wot, Tom? . . .
As our famous Pepys would begin, we
continue ... To the fair Wednesday
night . . . there to hear the ballyhoo
so typical of the carnival racket . . .
"The only one of his kind in captivity"
. . . "You'll weigh seventy-four on
this side and seventy-six on this
side" . . . "Ah, 178 pounds, and you
gold flashed upon it at night would lose" . . . "We personally guarantee
lend an enchanting effect.
Of course this syrup to be the panacea for inall these improvements would necessi- grown toe nails, dandruff,
fallen
tate the omission of drill from, the arches, indigestion, carbuncles, eczema,
college curriculum, but that would be athletes foot, pimples, and whooping
perfectly all right with us; especially cough" . . . "Here, Big Boy, hit this
since more time could then be given nail free" . . . "Oh, oh, missed the
to thumbing our way on short sight board . . . Bet you couldnt hit the
seeing trips about the campus—to administration building with a handful
Central or Seneca or wherever fancy of sand" . . . And after playing Bingo,
we are declared the winner, much to
might direct.
our surprise . . . And then to rest, to
Again, the season is on for Dr. dream of walking on hot coals and
Daniel to make his annual pilgrimage needles . . . (ah, aching feet) . .
against crudeness and slight imperfec- And as some writer once said, "Came
tions of the Clemson country gentle- the dawn" . . . After a very pleasant
man.
The way he managed to sell and tasty breakfast, we set out for
the social .. guide he was marketing the scene of the annual S. C. football
this week seems to indicate that he classic . . . there to find a huge multiis wasting his talents selling knowledge. tude on the inside . . . and plenty on
Better profits would be found in the the outside . . . All of which reminds
occupation that the Taps pictured him us of the following incident which occurred during an exciting moment in
in a couple of years ago.
the third quarter ... A hot and
Needless to say, we are always satis- bothered fan to an M. P., who was
fied to pay a decidedly large Student trying to keep the crowd down in
Activity Fee and read about the foot- front—"Say there, you M. P., get those
ball games in the Greenville News, or fellows down in front or I'll do it
The M. P.—'"Fine, I'll let
some other tabloid.
Of course there myself."
The Tigers fought
is the crowd to think of and the you do it then."
moral evil of having a little diversion for that game, and that's all we ask,
on the campus, but then again when even if they did lose . .. Anyway, we'we think of the days when athletics ve seen the Tigers win three straight
were supported for the pleasure of years .... Grabbing the handbag,
the students and faculty, and then we set out for the Hub City . . arcompare the present conditions under riving there as the last rays of the
which by traveling only a few hundred setting sun dropped beyond the dismiles we can see the team in action ; tant horizon . . sounds poetic, doesn't
well, at least we can say the Carnegie it? . . Right here is just about as
Foundation had the right idea.—And good a place as any to spill this little
still be thankful that such a day as story that appeared somewhat humorous at the time I heard it . . Stopping"
Homecoming is recognized here.
at a country home, we were being
At last the hoi polloi, that vast shown about the place . . . Finally a
body who can only go to chapel and youngster directed us to the cow lot,
endure anything that may come, have where he started a lengthy discussion,
been given a break. The subject was pro and con, upon the general subject
Shakespere, and strange as it seems of cows . . . Pointing at certain of
some one spoke who knew wherof he the cows, he called them by name . .
spake.
Of course this estimation is We noticed that each of the cows
rough, but only three times in tavo was called By the name of some state
years have professors or instructors . . . In one corner stood Delaware . .
addressed the students; once in behalf in another, Mississippi . . etc . . spotof the Red Cross, once in behalf ting a rather lean specimen propped
of the intangible Clemson museum, and against the fence, we inquired/ regarding her name . . Imagine how we
lastly on the lyceum.
Of course there might have been felt when the youngster replied, "That's
We'll keep
more, but those were the most thrilling. Florida and she's dry."
It is our hope that in the future that rambling . . . Radio is filling the air
someone will inaugurate a movement with that old song, "Love Letters in
to allow these men to bring to the the Sand" . . Al Evans does a great
students some variations, by speech or job of it in the Fox theatre in Atdemonstration or other means
that lanta . . He keeps those Atlantans
flows from the ease of chapel's infor- singing . . .Nine o'clock each night
mality rather than from the convention found my ears filled with the strains
bound classroom.
of sweet music, being played as I
really like it . . . Now that picture
The scene was Columbia, during the making for TAPS is under way again
last fair.
A certain gallant swain, we're having a great time watching
always seeking to please, and to speak the seniors smile without opening their
according to Emily Post, commented! mouths . . A few of the comments
to a more or less unfamiliar member are . . "Say, what brand of tooth
of the weaker sex on his fondness] paste are you advertising? . . ."Come
for that peculiar arrangement of hair! now, smile like a cow chewing a
known as the "finger wave"—fifteen! barb wire fence on a frosty morning."'
seconds later he decided there were We guess that there will be quite
finger waves and "finger waves," and a gathering of old grads at the Oglethat the one which is an international thorpe game this week-end . . Here's
sign and signal could cause quite an hoping we win that one, since we've
embarrassing situation, especially when never seen the Tigers defeated on
both are exhibited by the same person. Kiggs Field.
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ATTENTION BAPTIST STUDENTS
While he was at V. P. I., Mr.
Hardwick was captain of the football
On November 6, 7, and 8, there will team and was in other ways active
be held, in Greenville, the South Caro- in athletic work as well as in religious
lina Baptist Student Convention with work.
It is a great privilege which the
Greenville, the South Carolina Baptist
Student Convention with Greenville Clemson students have of making the
Woman's College, Furman University, acquaintance of a man who has had
and the Baptist Churches of Greenville such a wide experience in student work
acting as joint hosts. All Baptist stu- as Mr. Hardwick has had. All cadets
dents in the state are invited and urged who so desire are cordially invited to
to attend these meetings and hear out- visit Mr. Hardwick and discuss with
standing student and adult speakers him any problems of college life which
from this and other states. There will they wish to have solved. The leaders
be about 300 delegates in attendance of all student organizations are invited
from all the colleges and training to have Mr. Hardwick meet with their
Mr. Hardwick is
schools in South Carolina. Winthrop respective groups.
College will have fifty girls there, and tremendously interested in college life.
they have challenged Clemson to have as
PICTURE SCHEDULE
many boys.
Registration fee for the whole conFriday October 30—"Miracle Wovention is $1.00 per person. All delegates will be entertained on the Har- man" with Barbara Stanwyck
Saturday October 31—''Their Mad
vard Plan—that is, bed and breakfast
free. The first meeting will be held Moment"
Monday and Tuesday—November 2
in the G. W. C. Auditorium en Friday
night and the last on Sunday after- and 3—Jack Holt, Ralph Graves and
noon.
G. W. C. and Furman are others in "Dirigible"
Wednesday
November
2—"Never
planning to honor the delegates with
The Twain Shall Meet"
a reception and a banquet.
If interested in making this trip
to Greenville for a worth-while pur- SOUTHERN FIELD COUNCIL
pose, seee Hubert Webb in room 915.
MEETING
FRESHMAN

COUNCILS MEETS

The regular weekly meeting of the
Freshman council was held on Monday
night, October 26, 1931 in the cabinet
room of the Y.
The members were
extremely fortunate in that they were
the first to hear Mr. Jim Hardwick, who
is to be on the campus for the week
Mr. Hardwick is associate Southern
regional secretary of the Y. M. C. A.,
and is a splendid man. He gave the
men a simple heart-to-heart talk along
the lines of living a pure and clean
life.
He discussed with the members
the various problems of their daily
life at Clemson. Each man is looking
forward with keen interest to Mr.
Hardwlck's discussion groups throughout the entire week.

^ •
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.MR. HARDWICK AT CLEMSON.
The Clemson Y. M. C. A. is very
fortunate in having as its guest this
week Mr. Jim Hardwick of Nashville,
Tenn., who is one of the outstanding
leaders in Y. M. C. A. work in the
South today.
There
are very few
men, if any, in this section of the
country who are more interested in
Christian work among college men than
Mr. Hardwick.
Mr. Hardwick, a
graduate of V. P. I. and Yale and a
student of Vanderbilt and the Southern Y. M. C. A. College at 'Nashville,
is now associate Regional Secretary of
the Y. M. C. A. to Claud Nelson of
the Atlanta office of the Student Department of the Y. M. C. A.
Hardwick has just spent two weeks
at the University of Alabama, and while
he was there he visited every fraternity
in the University at the invitation of
the Pan-Hellenic Council of the University of Alabama. He spoke to over
thirty different student
organizations
and had some very interesting talks on
almost every subject which is of interest to college men.
Before going to Alabama, Hardwick visited Ames, Iowa, and there
he met with twenty five
different
groups.
It was at Ames that Mr.
Hardwick gave some of the best years
of his life, and many Iowa men testify
that he is about the finest Christian
spirit that they have ever known
While at Ames, Hardwick did some
exceptionally good work in the Freshman Dormitory and laid plans
for
Self-government that have been accepted by the University and several
other colleges wehere
student
selfgovernment is practiced in the dormi-

Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, general
scretary of the "Y", Mr. J. Roy Cooper, associate secretary of "Y" and
Charlie Hogarth,
chairman
of the
Southern Regional Council, represented
South Carolina at the Executive Southern Regional Council meeting held at
the Luckie street Y. M. C. A. in
Atlanta, Ga. October 23-25.
Twenty-one men from the ten southern states was the composition of the
council.
The object of the meeting
was to discuss plans for the Y. M.
C. A. work of the South and the
Southern summer conference at Blue
Ridge, North Carolina.
The meetings
were held from nine until twelve in the
mornings, two until four-thirty in the
afternoons, and seven until nine-thirty
in the evenings. The agenda consisted
of devotionals, reports from field and
staff, discussion of finances, 'National
Policy, Hutchins paper, World Student
Christian Federation, Council of Christian Associations, Student
Volunteer
Convention, National Council Student
Associations meeting, speakers and agenda for Blue Ridge conference, Magilll project, Interracial Policy, President's Training school, and the general
work of the Young Men's Christian
organizations within the Southern Field
CABINET

MEETING

The Cabinet held its regular meeting
Tuesday evening, October 27 in the
cabinet room of the Y. The meeting
was called to order by the> president,
W. W. Fridy, and then the group was
led in prayer by Mr. Jim ardwick.
The meeting ws chiefly one of discussion led by Mr. Smith, the Methodist pastor of the campus. He centered
the discussion around the life of Jesus
bringing to light the hardships which
Jesus had to meet. Then he explained
the different ways in which people attempt to bring themselves happiness.
He showed that Jesus found his happiness through the performing of little
things.
THING RIGHT
Think
Think
Think
Think
Think
Think
Think
Think

smiles, and smiles shall be;
doubt, and hope will flee.
love, and love will grow;
hate, and hate you will know
good, and good is here;
vice—its jaws appear!
joy, and joy ne'er ends;
faith, and faith's at hand;
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Think ill—it stalks the land;
Think peace, sublime and sweet,
And you that peace will meet.
Think fear with brooding mind,
And failure is close behind.
Think this; "I'm going to win"!
Think not of what has been.
Think '"Victory; Think I can"
Then you're a winning man.
—Author Unknown.

TEXTILE DEPARTMENT
ADDS NEWEQUIPMENT

THREE

If we have begun to create two
Any sort of English (grammar) is
separate languages the fault lies not wrong if it sounds ugly. Not all the
with the talkers but with the writers.— copy books in the world can support
Heywood Broun.
it.—Heywood Broun.
One once
can, to live
so long as
the rights

had
his
he
of

the right as an Ameriown life as he chose,
The purpose of an education is to
did not interfere with help find the truth in order that we may
others—their rights, do the right.—Dr. Boyd Edwards.

I

PROTECT YOUR KEYS

Your name and address on a beautiful nickle silver
Mr. H. H. Willis, Director of the
Textile Department, announces that %
Key Tag and Ring combined, 50c (coin) postpaid,
he has been very fortunate in getting a Schwabe loom for the DeW. H. CHESNETT, Greer, S. C.
partment.
This loom has been
loaned by the Machinery & Accessories Company of New York City. y.
The Schwabe loom -with an in- MSMM" :;;;:::; :^::::.:;;: a ;::::; :<*;««T:UTiiillKKX',: » " -A" :::: JtJDOfSSESHSlISlSlal
dividual motor drive is of modern construction with 93 inches
weaving width and is suitable for
fabrication
of ladies'
cloaking,
men's clothing
materials,
overcoatings, rugs and motor car coveringsThis
loom is
a positive
change, using eleven shuttles.
The Manufactures Machine Company of North Andpver, Massachusetts, is installing in the jacquard section of the Clemson Weaving Division a 24inch Normalizer,
AT
individual
motor
drive.
This
equipment will produce the desired . humidity 'by natural evaporation.
The rapid progress which the
Clemson Textile Department has
made during the 'past three years
has .been a large factor in interesting the various machine builders
NEW STOCK
in cooperating with this Department.
The Textile Department is
glad at any time to have visitors
inspect not only the equipment,
but also
the attraetive
fabrics
made by the Clemson Textile students.—P. R. C.
;:::;:;;X:;x::::^
fi^HiaaSiMSSlHSlllBlBSS

FRESH NUNNALLYS AND HOLLINGWORTHS
CANDIES IN CELLOPHANE

JOE SLOAN'S

CONKLIN AND WATERMAN'S PENS
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PAGE FOUR

THE TIGER
What does "co-ed" stand for?
Crush out every date.
What's the hyphen for?
Oh, that is the distance they keep
when the dean of women is around.
Soph—Rat, I suppose your home
town is one where everyone goes down
to meet the train?
Rat—What train?
She—Say something soft and sweel
to me, dearest.
Bill Wilburn—Lemon custard pie.

Pat Calhoun—When you pass the
station, don't forget to bring back the
right time.
Co—A man tried to kiss me last,
J. G. Murray—They tell me I'm
Rat—But I haven't a watch.
i.o-'ht
'very attractive when I'm sober.
night.
Pat—That doesn't matter.
Write
Rat—Yeah, I'll bet you would be.
Ed—Did you slap him?
it down on a piece of paper.
Co Yes, indeed—as soon as he
She just can't resist a man in
was through.
Bill Lippincott—I play the piano
uniform.
to kill time.
How's that?
Mabel—. oh,
Oh, dearier, you ™u
can't>•
Rat—Your playing should kill anyimagine bow many boys tried to
She got arrested again yesterday thing.
kiss me last night.
I'll love you when you quit drinkj,oe—No, darling;
you always
could imagine things better than I. ing.
But honey, I won't be interesting
i when I finish college.
She Then we are engaged .
tip
Stirs
He—Sure.
Are
^ fi„ot cHri vou
y°u in favor of women tak,avio And " I am
She—Ana
ai the first gin y-m
in
bUc affairs?
1U&

j 1(1, 1 l

X1L

^/U'UllV,

(II lilll ■' ,

Prof. Klugh—And you used to say
you wouldn't marry the best man
living.
Mrs. Klugh—Well, I have the satisfaction of knowing that I have kept
my word.

IVs a11
er loved?
harder
»gM if you really want
—No, darling, but Im harder
He
Mrs. Sikes
Every time you see
n
, . 1 "
the affairs to be public.
T
a pretty girl you forget that you are
to please than I used to be."
married.
She—A thing of beauty is a joy—
Dr. Sikes—You are wrong dear.
Dr. Daniels—Wake up!
What
He—As long as she keeps her
Nothing reminds mc of the fact more.
are you thinking about?
mouth shut.
Charlie Hogarth—Nothing.
He—Your stockings seem rather
Dr. Daniels—Don't be so selfOfficer—What's so funny about
wrinkled, dearest.
centered.
that?
She—You brute. I haven't any on.
Cadet—You look so comical:
How's the new statue coming
Officer—Why, you insubordinate
What are the two Smith sisters
son
along?
like?
Cadet—Of the Brigadier General
Oh, it's a bust.
The elder is terribly simple and the
younger is simiply terrible."
A little Canadian boy had never
You had no right to kiss me
seen a negro before, so when he
Mother—Are you sure Bill loves
like that.
All right, I'll try it another way. saw one he asked his uncle, "Why you and you alone?
does that woman black her face?"
Daughter—Oh, yes mother—more
"She doesn't, that's her natural then than at any other time.
Pickle-Brains Brearley—Commercial demand is frequently controlled color," was the reply.
"Is she that way all over?" the
by external demand.
Take unbrelSoph—Last night I had an awful
boy
pursued.
pain in my arms.
las and slickers, for instance."
"Why yes", said his uncle.
Solemn voice from rear—We do.
Dr. Milford—Who was she?
The boy looked up beaming. "Gee
Uncle, you know everything, don't
Could you tell me the way to the
Dr. Pollard
(at chemistry lecture)
you?"
Registrar's office?
—First take hydrogen, then chloroSorry, but I am a student here.
form.
The
man
who
maintains
his
usefulSleepy voice from rear—That's a
ness over the greatest number of years
Dan Culp—This whiskey tastes like
good idea.
is he who refuses to admit he is kerosene.
Bill Campbell—Well, you want to
growing older except when he conHe—I wish you'd turn out the sults the calendar.
get lit, don't you?
,
light, dear.
That's the
Sne—Don't be silly.
Little Sister—Sis, why do you
Two rules conducive to longevity
end of father's cigar.
To be'ar in mind the fact that the put powder on your face?
Winthrop girl—To make me pretother fellow is likely to take the right
ty,
my dear.
My girl always wants money.
of way anyhow and that he doesn't
Little sister—Then why doesn't
What does she want with it?
know how to drive.
it?
I don't know.
I never give her
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houn, Vice President United States"
1832.
Sabre of Major Thos. B. Lee, Confederate Army, from Mrs. Kate Lee
Daniel of Landrum.
Revolver of Laurence Graham, Confederate Army, from Mrs. W. B. Cox
of Cades.
Quilt 140 years old, made by Mrs.
Milan of Cross Hill, from Mrs. J. E.
Senn of Newberry.
Old Rice Mortar and Pestle from
FrifT Plantation, Helena Island.
Boot Shaper and Button Polisher
of colonial days, from Mr. Joe Sitton
of Pendleton.
Broad Axe and Farm Hoe of
colonial days, from H. D. Crawford
of Sharon.
Bead and Shell Belt made by natives of Congo Free State 1900, from
Mrs. R. N. Brackett of Clemson.
Indian Axe, from Mrs. Jane Land,
Westminister.
Double Bladed Axe or Tomahawk
found near Fant's Grove Church,
from H. P. Sitton of Walhalla.
Indian Relics from Mrs Chas. Elrod.
Large Indian Pot, dug up in Williamsburg County, from S. A. Graham, Jr., of Heineman.
52 Specimens of Minerals, from
University of Alabama Museum.
104 specimens of Bird and other
Eggs, from Sam and Jim Earle of
Clemson.
Snakes and other' Reptiles, from Division of Entomology and Zoology
of Clemson.
Coral Specimens, from A. W. D.
Glass of Madison, Fla.
Brick
from
"Independent
White
Meeting House" at Old Dorchester,
built 1896.
Brick and Mortar from Parish
Church of St. George, built 1734.
Brick, Mortar and Tabby from
Dorchester Fort, built for protection
of Indians and repaired 1775.
Collections of Minerals, Shells and
Herbarium Specimens, from Newark
Museum, N. J.
Old Coins, from J. S. Davis of
Anniston, Ala.
Old French Coin, from J. S. Goodman of Clemson.
Copper Nails from Clemson's first
Electrical Laboratory, from Prof. J.
M. Johnson of Clemson.
Petrified Wood from Arizona, from
C. M. Burdette '29 of Simpsonville.
Extensive Collection of Relics of
Pre-Historic Man, unearthed in Arizona by C. M. Burdette, Clemson,
'29, of Simpsonville.

BE A NEWSPAPER
CORRESPONDENT
Any intelligent person may earn money
corresponding for newspapers; all or spare
mie; experience unnecessary; no canvassing; send for free booklet; tells how Heacock, Room 690, Dun Bldg., Buffalo N T

Students and others are invited to
visit the museum in the gallery of
the Library and see these and other
exhibits.
The museum is steadily
growing and all are urged to become
interested in it.

To MEN
only!
NO NEED to park a "Girls Keep
Out" at the top of this advertisement. They'll shy off quick enough when
they find out what it's about.
For it's a strictly masculine privilege
—solace, satisfaction, retreat, call it
what you will—the joy of smoking a
pipe!
It's the smoke "for men only," any
girl will agree—one
of the few rights the
women haven't
crowded us on. And
the only smoke
for men, many a
thoughtful smoker
calls it. For the deep
consolation and
rare comradeship of
a mellow, richly
aged pipe are someShe likes to see him
thing every man
smoke a pipe
does well to know.
And you taste the rich satisfaction of
pipe smoking at its best when you fill
up your bowl with Edgeworth. There's a
tobacco that's made for a pipe. Cool,
dry, slow-burning. Blended of fine,
mellow, full-flavored burleys.
You've a
rare smoke
coming if
you've never
tried Edgeworth. You
will find Edgeworth at yourJ
tobacco dealer's. Or send
for special free
sample packet
He needs his pipe
if you wish.
Address Larus & Bro. Co., 105 S. 22d
St., Richmond, Virginia.

*'

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO
Edgeworth is a blend of fine old burleys,
with its natural savor enhanced by Edgeworth's distinctive
and exclusive elev- /f^
enth process. Buy
Edgeworth anywhere in two forms
—Edgeworth ReadyRubbed and Edgeworth Plug Slice. AH
sizes, 15 0 pocket
package to ^t.50
pound humidor tin.

r *<\

any.

There's the one about the man who
took such good liver medicine for
Say, I just heard that a Fresh- the last twenty years of his life,
man got drowned in a barrel of milk that when he died they had to take
in the mess hall.
a stick and beat his liver to death.
What a watery grave.
Stranger to negro smoking cigar—
Dr. Brown—Last night when I What brand of cigar do you smoke ?
Negro—Robinson Crusoe, sir.
got home my wife had my slippers
Stranger—I've never heard of that
ready for me, my pipe filled, and—
Stude—How did you like her new brand—"
Negro—Just a name I gave it, you
hat?
see old Crusoe was a castaway.
He—Helen, do you know the difference between a street car and a
Rat—Dr. Brown, the barometer has
taxi?
fallen.
(She (hesitantly)—No, I don't.
Doc—Very much ?
He—Well, then we'll take the
Rat—Onlv five feet, but it's broken.
street car.
Lemme a cig.
I'm all fagged out.

Date's father — Remember, the
lights are out here at eleven o'fclock.
Joe Weston—That's O. K. by me.

Freddie Cochran— This is the
She'd look much better without
■first time I have ever been in love. so much powder and rouge on.
Girl—'Well, I must say your kinYes, she isn't so bad as she's paintdergarten work is remarkable.
ed.
Red Neely—Prof, I know a way
Pic Brearly—What will the modern
to make you quit smoking.
girl be twenty years from today?
Prof. Sherman—Please, tell me,
Stude—Oh, about ten years older.
because the average cost per hour
per pipe for me is 1.000092 cents.
What ya writing?
Red Neely—Get a job in a gun
A joke.
powder factory.
Send her my love.

MANY ADDITIONS MADE
TO CLEMSON MUSEUM
The Museum Committee desires to
acknowledge the following gifts or
loans to the College Museum received
during the summer months:
Letter from John C. Calhoun, 1810,
to Mrs. Floride Calhoun.
Pass given to Mrs. Thos. G. Clemson, December 1864, to pass from
Union to Confederate lines during
Civil war.
Parole of Thos. G. Clemson, dated
June 9, 1865, upon surrender of Confederate Army.
Invitation to Commencement Ball,
S. C. College, 1857.
Copy of "American Coast Pilot"
1823 by Blunt, presented to John C.
Calhoun by the author.
Old Hymn Tune Book of Miss Rebecca Watkins, from J. B. Douthit,
Sr., of Sandy Springs.
Tax Receipt for 1869, from Miss
Belle Gwin of .Sharon.
Framed Engraving of John C.
Calohun, 1850, with a lock of his
hair inserted from Dr. W. H. Mills
of Clemson.
Pamphlet
"Important
Correspondence on State Insterposition between
Governor Hamilton and John C. Cal-

HSKI
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HOMEGOMING DAY
1

BIG DANCE
FOOTBALL GAME
— SEE —

Iftoke Sloan
ABOUT THAT NEW SUIT AND TOPCOAT
New Moccasin Slippers
Wide Black Ties
New Dance Sashes and Trench Coats
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$3.95
-50
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THE TIGER

TIGERS MEET PETRELS

SPORTS

The Tigers emerged from the Carolina conflict in good shape and with
the addition of Priester and Clarke,
who will be ready for action, they
ought to be able to hand the Petrels
a good scrap.

D1RIBLET
DOPE
IP
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RATS TACKLE WOFFORD
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GAMECOCKS BREAK LOSING STREAK
"Let joy be unconfined." This was the password of the
Gamecocks in Columbia last Thursday night. Shrieking mobs,
shirt-tail parades, bonfires, and a Tiger burned in effigy was
the order of the day as victory-starved Gamecocks celebrated
their first conquest of the Tigers since 1926. Long have the
University students waited for this day, and when the final
whistle had blown and a victory for them had been declared,
their joy burst forth with volcanic-like suddeness. Of course
they painted the town red in good old-fashioned style while a
remnant of a Tiger corps looked on with a reminiscent smile.
Scarce was the joy of Tigertown,
for their team had gone down in defeat, but what a glorious defeat it
was. They literally fought the hearts
out of a powerful Carolina team and
sent cold chills running up and down
the spine of "Stormy Bill" as he sat on
the bench during the first half of a
bitter battle and watched every attempt
of his powerful aggregation resisted
with Trojan-like courage.
Billy had
sat on that same bench for five years,
and in each of them he had seen his
flock of Birds become completely defoliated in the grasp of a victorious
Tiger team that did not know how
to accept defeat.
Tiring of this, he began spanning
the horizon for a gang of huskies, and
the team he trotted out on the field
this year is the result of his search.
His recruits are. plenty good—most of
them are just sophomores, but they
are far from the literal meaning of
the word. They displayed several of
his veterans who were not any slouches
and proceeded to establish a fancy reputation for themselves. ' A Tiger always likes to pluck a nice, juicy Gamecock, but the way things look now they
are going to be plenty tough in the
future.
TIGERS FIGHT HARD
The brilliant play of the Tigers during the first half was by far the best
they have shown this season.
Outweighed considerably, they fought the
Gamecocks off of their feet with hard,
clean tackling, and held the far-vaunted
running attack to practically nothing
The Birds also received^ another grea
shock when their celebrated aerial attack failed to function—the
Tigers

The Cubs, who shared defeat in Columbia with their elders will take on
the Wofford frosh this week.
They
tangle on Friday in Anderson. They
showed plenty of power at times in
their loss to the Biddies, but at the
same time they showed plenty of rough
spots which will have to be overcome
if they expect to win from the little
Terriers.
These same Cubs have the
nucleus of a powerful team once they
get to functioning, and they will have
plenty of opportunity to do this against
the Terrers.
JOSH MAKES A CALL

Josh Cody came to Athens with the
Vanderbilt team last Saturday, and he
just could not resist the temptation of
paying a flying visit to Tigertown
watched them so closely that they when he got so close. Jess Neely took
completed only one heave during the his boys down to view the Georgiaafternoon for a total gain of minus Vandy game and Josh made the return
two yards. Gene Patterson made the trip with them.
ffl
tackle at that time as he did many
Speaking of former Tiger coaches.
more during the afternoon to turn in Joe Guyon is coaching St. Xavier High
one of the finest performances of de- school in Louisville, Ky.; Jules Carsorr
fensive tactics ever displayed at the is taking his Masters degree at WofFair Grounds.
ford college, and "Smoky" Harper is
The Birds changed their jerseys dur- running a popular eating establishmen':
ing the rest period, and they must adjacent o the Mercer campus.
Merthey came back with a smashing attack cer, of course, is in Macon, Ga. Old
that wearied the only team that Jess 'Smoky" always was a great scout for
'Neely could muster in an attempt to handing out "bull".
stem the tide.

early in the initial quarter, and scored
a rather questionable touchdown before the ball ever reached Carolina
territory when Evans pounced upon

GAMECOCKS DEFEAT
TIGERS AT STATE FAIR

(Continued from page one)
the ball for the counter after it had
been juggled back and forth across
the goal line for several moments by
TIGERS SPURT
both teams.
The extra point was
The Clemson forces seemed to gathscored from placement by Evans. A- er strength after they had been scored
gain, in the third quarter, the Carolini- upon.
Harvley returned the kickoff
ans penetrated to the Cubs' 6-yard line to his own 45 yard line. Hook hit cenand Evans booted a drop kick through ter for a yard and then made six more
to make the count 10 to o in favor at the same spot. Two penalties against
of the Biddies.
The last score of Carolina were good for twenty yards,
the Chickens was a touchdown by and the ball was placed on the Bird's
McCrady who intercepted
one of 33 yard line. Hook got another yard
Robinson's passes in the last frame at center and Harvin 13 yards for a
and dashed 35 yards behind good in- first down over right tackle. It was a
pretty run and he would have gone
terference for the six points.
The
The play that left the spectators farther if he had not slipped.
Carolina
line
stiffened
and
three
atwondering came after Carolina, thanks
to Rowland and Ray, had blocked tempts at the line failed, and~then Clary.hree out of four of Clemson's at- knocked down a pass and the ball
went over.
tempted punts. Ray had just blocked
Carolina took the ball and marched
the last punt, and Mauney, Riley, and
to Clemson's ten yard line. Clary then
irown had driven the line for 13
tried a run off tackle, but he fumbled
yards to the Bengals' 7-yard marker.
the attempt and a wary Tiger recoverMauney was called back to carry
ed. Harvley also fumbled on his run
the ball off right tackle.
Several
and Carolina recovered on the eight
Jiemson tacklers hit him, and the ball
yard line. This failed to net a score
sailed across the goal line.
What and Harvley punted to Shinn who refollowed is hazy, but it appeared that turned to Clemson's 48 yard line. Shinn
a Clemson man grabbed the ball, at- and Clary plus a fifteen yard penalty
tempted to run, pitched it back across brought the ball to the Tigers fifteen
the goal, the ball touching several yard line.
players before Evans snatched it w
ANOTHER SCORE
and dived one yard across the goal
Clary made three yards at tackle
line. The officials ruled a touchdown. and then Shinn faked a pass and ran
The Baby Bengals'
first
scoring twelve yards over guard for a touchthreat appeared in the last quarter. A down. He crossed the goal line stand,)ass to Woodward carried the ball ^ ing up.
Hejek again made the extra
yards to Carolina's 38-yard line. Then point.
»

One of two things must have happened after the half. Billy Laval must
Woodward, Spearman, and Robinson
have fired the
imagination
of his
advanced the pigskin to the 7-yard
charges with a potent speech, or else
marker, and Robinson slid off right
the Tiger warriors cooled down in
tackle for another first and ten.
It
their anxiety to stop their determined
was first down and goal to go for the
foes.
Bengals Unable to Stop Young
young Tigers. Stevens got two yards
OGLETHORPE NEXT
Carolinians
and Woodward failed at right tackle.
For the first time in many years
Robinson tried a pass, but Mauney
the Tigers are scheduled to meet the
The preliminary to the annual Caro- batted it down. On the fourth down,
Stormy Petrels of Oglethorpe Univer- lina-Clemson football classic assumed Robinson started around the right flank
sity. They clash this Saturday on the prophetic aspects last Wednesday when
and for a moment it appeared that the
annual Home-coming day for all good the Clemson Cubs fell before the Carohole Carolina defense had been block
Tigers.
lina Biddies 17 to o on Melton Field, ed, but Harold Mauney charged out
Not a great deal is known of the only to have their full-fledged broth- f the scramble and threw him out of
team
that will
come
to Clemson, ers of the Tiger tread in their wake bounds on the one-yard line. The ball
but it is doped to be one of the best on the following ady.
went over, and Mauney punted 05
aggregations ever to be turned out by
The most interesting thing about yards to safety.
that institution despite the fact
that the contest was the array of excellent
The
attack of the Biddies was
their efforts this year has not been material presented by both teams, for
carried out by such a galaxy of stars
crowned with a great deal of glory.
both proved that they have the pos as might bring a glow of joy to the
They have met defeat at the hands sibilitfes and the potentialities of grea'.
heart of any football coach.
In the
of Duquense University. 6-0, Chatta honest-to-goodness football elevens. It
ackfield, the outstanding performer
nooga, 12-7, and Manhattan college. is upon these first year men that the
were Mauney, Brown, McCrady, air'
7-0, but at the same time have a burden of upholding the traditions of
Evans. The plebes also have the best
3-0 decision over Furnian which be- their schools will fall during the next
line they have had in years, and Row
speaks something of the power that three years.
land, at right end, worked wonder.
they possess.
The Biddies opened their attack- in that department.

IBDIES DEFEAT CUBS
FAIR GAME 17-0

SPORTS

Clemson fumbled on the 28 yard
line soon after this and Fortson recovered for the birds. Shinn battled
his way around left end for 12 yards
and a first clown after having made
two yards at left tackle, and added
three more in a plunge through cener.
H'e then very unselfishly called on
Captain Blount to carry the ball and
he responded by plunging over for the
score. Shinn had done practically all
of the ball carrying up to this point.
Hejek made the score 21-0.
STATISTICS
The Birds gained 382 yards witff its
rushing attack while Clemson made 65.
Carolina backs were thrown for a loss
of 14 yards while the Clemson backs
were only tossed back for seven. The
Birds completed one out of ten passes
for a loss of two yards. Clemson completed three for a total gain of 41
yards. Clemson was penalized 6D yards,
and the Birds 55 yards. Clenson made
six first dewns compared to sixteen for
the Birds, and on twelve punts averaged 34 yards while the University averaged 47 yards.

»

1931 CLEMSON FOOTBALL SQUAD
Left to right. Front row—Dyess, Priester, Harvin, Bowles, Fleming, Captain Fordham, Proctor, Davis, Siegel, Moss, Armstrong, Hook.
Middle row—Patterson, Sharpe, Craig, Werts, Padgett, Burns, Heinemann, Cooper, Miller, Willimon.
Back row—Manager Campbell, Clark, Flagg, Dozier, Abell, Monts, Sizemore, Harvley, Griffin, McMillan, Lambert.
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THE T1GEK
ETHOCS
Determination

A joint committee of the four
national engineering societies realizing the responsibility for the
planning, constructon and operation
of
increasing
Engineering
Professions have, in attempting to
maintain the dignity of their profession, set forth the following
Code of Ethics as their standard:
1. The Engineer will carry on
his professional work in a spirit
of fairness to employees and contractors, fidelity to clients and employers loyalty to his country, and
devotion to high ideals of courtesy
and personal honor.
s. He Xv- ill refrain from associating himself with, or allowing
the use of his name by, an enterprise of questionable character.
3. He will advertise only in a
dignified manner, being careful to
avoid misleading statements.
4. He will regard as confidential any information obtained by
him as to the business affairs and
technical methods or processes of
a client or employee.
5. He will inform a client or
employer of any business connections,
interests
or
affiliations,
which might influence his judgment or impair the disinterested
quality of his services.
6. He will refrain from using
any improper or questionable methods of soliciting professional work,
and will decline to pay or to accept commissions for securing such
work.
7. He will accept compensation,
financial or otherwise, for a particular service, from one source
only, except with the full knowledge and consent of all interested
parties.
8- He
will
not
use
unfair
means to win professional advancement or to injure the chances of
•another engineer to secure and
hold employment.
9. He will cooperate in upbuilding the Engineering Profession
by exchanging general information
and experience with his fellowengineers and students of engineering and also by contributing
to work of engineering societies,
schools of applied science and the
technical press.
10. He will interest himself in
the public welfare, in behalf ot
which he will be ready to apply
Ms special knowledge, skill and
training for the use and, benefit
of mankind.

It's

plugging away that will win
you the day.
So don't be a piker, old pardJust draw on your grit; it's so easy
to quit;
It's the keeping-your-chin-up that's
hard.
It's easy to cry that you're beat—
and die;
It's so easy to crawfish and crawl;
But to fight and to fight when hope's
out of sight—
Why, that's the best game of
them all!
And though you come out of each
gruelling bout
All broken and beaten and scarred,
Just have one more try—it's dead
easy to die—
It's the keeplng-on-living that's hard
—Andrew Barclay.

SAD
I loved
A girl and
She loved me, too—
At least she said
So—
But she said
She would never
Marry me until
Her father
Gave his consent.
Well, sir, 1
Followed this
Girl around
For thirteen years
And kept looking
For her old man,
And then I
Found out that her
Old man died when
She was born.
Ain't it embarrassin'?

A Short Cut to
Accurate Information
You will find a quick answer to questions about words, persons, places in

WEBSTER'S
COLLEGIATE
The Best Abridged Dictionary because it is based upon
' WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL—
The "Supreme Authority." Here is a
companion for your hours of reading and
study that will prove its real value every
1 time you consult it for the wealth of
»*
SBS ready information that is instantly yours.
HH 106,000 words find phrases with
B«li'\ ^einitions, etymologies, pronunciations,
KaH'% and u.-e in its 1,256 pages. 1,700
illustrations. Includes dictionaries of
•, biography and geography and
other special features.
;a
I
".'Si

See It At Your College Bookstore or Write
for Information 10 [he Publishers. Free
specimen pases ij you name this paper.

G. & <S. Merriam Co.
Gpr2ng£ie3d, Mass.

Daniel- Webster struck me much like
We perpetually believe that a serious
a steam-engine in trousers. —Sydney subject makes what is said about it
Smith.
important.—H. C. Bailey.

.Eastward ho! Four thousand miles nearer the rising
sun—let's go! To the land of mosques and minarets—
so different from our skyscrapers, stacks and steeples.
Let's see this strange, strange country. Let's see the
Where Turkish tobacco grows
land where the tobacco* grows
in small leaves on slender stalks—to be tenderly
picked, leaf by leaf, hung in long fragrant strings,
shelter-dried and blanket-cured. Precious stuff!
Let's taste that delicate aromatic flavor—that
subtle difference that makes a cigarette!

CAMPUS NOTES
Mrs. Ibra C. Blackwood, her mother
Mr. M. E. Mann, and Charles H.
Gerald, Private Secretary to the Governor, were on the campus this week inspecting the college nursery and plantings, and conferring with Prof. C. C.
Newman about the landscaping of the
grounds of the Governor's Mansion in
Columbia.
Clemson College
through
Professor Newman is to assist in additional landscaping and beautification of
the grounds about the historic old
Mansion, the State's home for her
governors, on Arsenal Hill in the
Capitol city.
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In every important tobacco-growing cen*
terChesterfieldkasitsowntobaccobuyers

* »i

.. SAMSOUN . .famous tobaccos!
*Turkish tobacco is to cigarettes what
seasoning is to food—the"spice," the"sauce"
—or what rich, sweet cream is to coffee!
You can taste the Turkish in Chesterfield
—there's enough of it, that's why. Chesterfield has not been stingy with this important addition to good taste and aroma; four
famous kinds of Turkish leaf—Xanthi,
Cavalla, Samsoun and Smyrna—go into

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
THE DAIRY CLUB
The Dairy Club will meet Thursday
night at 7 o'clock at the Dairy Building. Mr. C. G. Cushman, head of the
dairy extension work of this state will
make a short talk.
All students of Animal and Dairy
Husbandry, and anyone else interested,
are cordially invited to attend.
Refreshments will be served.

the smooth, "spicy" Chesterfield blend.
This is just one more reason for Chesterfield's better taste. Tobaccos from far and near,
the best of their several kinds—and the right
kinds. And pure, tasteless cigarette paper,
the purest made. The many requisites of a
milder, better smoke, complete!
That's why they're GOOD—they've got
to be and they are.

*♦
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Why continue to worry about the '
possible return of the old time saloon ,
since all the desirable sites for such
business are covered with filling stations.
A rose will not grow in a garden \
of weeds—watch your environment.
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